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Abstract 

Like many other West African languages, Igbo and Etulo are tone 

languages that require both pitch phonemes and segmental phonemes in 

the composition of their morphemes. This paper attempts a comparison of 

tone in Igbo and Etulo. A comparative study of any aspect of two 

languages is always aimed at bringing to bear the points of convergence 

and divergence in the languages. This paper would therefore provide an 

overview of the points of similarities and differences in modification of 

pitch in the two languages as well as the functions performed by such 

systematic variation of pitch. Data for the study came from two sources. 

The Etulo data were collected from Etulo native speakers resident in Adi, 

Bururku Local Government Area of Benue State, while the Igbo data are 

based on existing literature on tone and our intuition as native speakers. 

The data are analyzed following Emenanjo’s (2015) approach to the study 

of Igbo grammar. Based on the data, the study shows that tone performs 

lexical and grammatical functions in both languages. However, the point 

of divergence is seen at the level of grammatical function where Igbo uses 

tonal change on the third person pronoun to differentiate declarative from 

interrogative sentences, while Etulo performs the same distinction through 

what we may term tonal elongation of the final syllabic. Furthermore, 

although nouns in associative constructions change their inherent tones in 

the two languages, in Etulo this is marked by rising falling tone changing 

to high tone, while in Igbo it is often marked by downstepped tone. 

 

1. Introduction 

 Tone is a phonological feature of most African languages. It refers to the 

use of pitch to distinguish word and grammatical forms that otherwise 

would be identical.  Tone, according to Salawu (2004), is one  
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phonological entity that cannot be glossed over. Clark et al (2007) 

recognize it  as a feature of the lexicon described in terms of prescribed 

pitches for  the syllable. For Gussenaven (2004), Tone is a phonological 

category that distinguishes the meaning of words or utterances.  

Ladefoged (1975) views it as a pitch variation that affects the meaning of 

a word. All languages make use of variation in the pitch of the voice as 

part of their sound system but differ in the ways these modifications of 

pitch are used as well as the functions they serve. 

Pike (1948) identifies a tone language as a language having lexically 

significant contrastive, but relative pitch on each syllable. This shows that 

the pitch is critical for signaling the semantic differential of words and 

that the distinction of pitch is phonic (or tonemic) within the functional 

system. Yul-Ifode (2008) explains that a tone language is a language in 

which words are composed of vowels, consonants and tones, and in which 

tone usually brings about changes in the meaning of words. Awoniyi 

(1982) observes orthographic tone languages; it is an error of spelling, if 

proper tone marks are not placed on the appropriate words. 

In this paper, we attempt a comparison of tone in Igbo and Etulo 

languages with a view to ascertaining the areas of convergence and 

divergence in the two languages. The paper is divided into five sections. 

Section one is the introduction while section two reviews literature on tone 

languages. In section three, the methodology adopted in the work is 

discussed, section four goes into the thrust of the study which is a 

comparison of tone in Igbo and Etulo, while section five summarizes and 

concludes the study. In the section that follows, we provide brief 

information on the two languages under comparison. 

 

 

1.1 Language information 

Etulo belongs to the Idomoid group of the West Benue Congo of the Niger 

Congo language family (Gordon 2005). It is a language that is spoken by a 

minority group in Benue State. The name Etulo refers to both the language 

and its speakers. On the other hand, following the classification by 

Williamson and Blench (2000), Igbo belongs to the West Benue Congo 

sub family of the proto Benue Congo language family.  The two languages 

are spoken in Nigeria; Igbo is one of the major Nigerian languages while 

Etulo belongs to the minority. Both languages make use of level tonemes. 
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2. Literature review 

In a language where tone functions are important for structural distinction, 

Martine (1962: 84-85) opines that some of the following general 

characteristics that are observable include: 

 

a.   Possession of distinctive tones. 

b. Tones on all successive segments (usually syllables or on some 

favoured ones only. 

c. All tones may be punctual: described by their relative pitch (high, 

medium, low) or some easily reducible exceptions (e.g. occasional 

rising tones being analyzed into a succession of low plus high). 

d. The segment characterized by each tone may be the syllable or a 

segment larger than the Syllable. 

 

Pike (1948:5) buttresses some of these characteristics of a tonal system by 

observing that”…the tonemes are basic to or inherent in the lexical form 

of the words and their syllables”, and each syllable in a tone language has 

pitch “as fully basic to the word in which it occurs.” It has also been 

observed that different kinds of pitch phenomena enter into phonemic 

contrast in tone languages and as such require classification of tone 

languages. This classification was done by Pike (1948) who grouped tone 

languages as having either register system (definable in terms of levels of 

pitch) or contour systems (definable in terms of direction of pitch change).  

This implies that a tone language is either a register or a contour tone 

language.  

Pike (1948) further comments that tone languages are by no means 

all alike in the kinds of tones they utilize or in the functions of these tones 

in their grammatical systems. One of the most striking differences exists 

between those systems which comprise largely of level tones and those 

whose tones are mostly of a gliding type”. The level tone systems are 

called register-tone languages and defined in terms of levels of pitch, 

while the gliding types are contour-based tone languages, occurring in 

undulated sequences not related to any levels whatsoever per unit. While 

Pike (1948) sees the pure register-tone system as a system with one tone 

per vowel, he considers it a contour overlap where juxtaposed level tones 

have some characteristics of a unit timing or placement, or where there is 

no one-to-one connection between unit tones and vowels. 

 Katamba (1989) and Welmers (1973) see this occurrence as 

characteristic of register systems. The former however observes the 

characteristics of tone stability in the resyllabification or deletion of some 
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tone bearing segments and posits that the fact that tones can survive either 

the deletion or loss of syllabicity of the segments that bears them is further 

evidence of their autonomy. 

Katamba (1989) opines that in an ideal register tone language, the 

tones have high, mid or low pitch levels. This observation has been 

correlated by  Fromkin (1978) who claims that Nupe is a register tone 

language  with high, low and mid tones and Williamson (1984) who posits 

that Khana is also a register tone language with high, low and mid tones 

among others. As pointed out by Nwachukwu (1995), an important 

difference that exists between languages that use level tonemes and those 

that make use of glides is that in the production of a level toneme, there is 

no perceptible change in pitch resulting in a fall or rise while in the 

production of a gliding toneme, there is a perceptible change of pitch. 

According to Hartmann (2007), level tones are characterized by a constant 

pitch and tone languages have at least two contrasting level tones: the high 

and the low tone. Contour tones also consist of a combination of two level 

tones: rising tone which combines a low and a high tone and falling tone 

which combines a high and a low tone. 

A further distinction of register tone languages has been made by 

some authors.   According to Mbah and Mbah (2000) register tone 

languages are divided into two based on the acoustic stability of their 

tones.  Register tone languages have stable acoustic properties as opposed 

to terracing tone languages that have unstable pitches. Clement and 

Goldsmith (1980) opine that terracing tone languages show a stepping 

phenomenon which typically result to a downstep. The downstep is a 

reduced high tone, it cannot be preceded by a high tone as opposed to the 

mid tone which can precede and succeed a low tone. 

For Katamba (1989), contour tone languages combine two or more 

basic tones such as the falling tone which is made up of a high and a low 

tone or a rising tone which consist of a low and a high tone. He also 

observes that the distinction between register and contour tone languages 

is not absolute because some languages display some qualities of the 

different types of tonal system. 

 

3. Methodology 

The approach adopted in this study is largely based on Emenanjo (1978) 

study of the Igbo grammar. His classifications of Igbo nouns based on 

their tone patterns and his subsequent examples of associative 

constructions are brought to bear in the present comparative study of Igbo 

and Etulo. This paper adopts the following tone marking convention: the 
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high tone is unmarked, the low tone is marked with a grave accent (˴), the 

down step tone is marked with a macron (    ) and the falling tone marked 

with a circumflex (˄). 

 

4. Tone in Igbo in Igbo and Etulo 

 Igbo and Etulo languages are tone languages and require both pitch 

phonemes (i.e. tonemes) and segmental phonemes in the composition of 

morphemes, words, phrases, clauses and sentences. The realization of 

tonemes as lexical influences, are called lexical tones. 

Igbo has a two level tone that associates the tonemes high and low 

to every morpheme, and a tonal phenomenon known as downstep. The 

tones are illustrated below: 

 

(1) High            aka ‘hand’                oke  ‘male’            ara  ‘madness’ 

Low             àjà ‘sacrifice’          òkè  ‘share’           àlà    ‘ground’ 

Downstep    egō ‘money’            ọnū  ‘mouth’         igwē  ‘king’ 

 

In Igbo, the occurrence of the down step is rule-governed, hence 

predictable. It is realized in specific phonetic and syntactic contexts where 

it occurs after a high tone. In those contexts where the down step occurs, it 

stands either for a lowered high tone or for a low tone that is made higher. 

This means that only the distinction high versus non-high is marked in the 

lexicon of Igbo.  

Etulo language has been classified as a register (terrace level) tone 

language with three level tonemes : high ,the low, the downstep and a 

rising falling tone (Ezenwafor and Mmadike 2012 ). We illustrate the 

different tones of Etulo language below: 

(2) High               akwulu  ‘bed’      igbe  ‘bag’           takilimi ‘donkey’ 

 Low                àfè ‘leaf’             ìnènè  ‘anus’  ìgùgù   ‘owl’ 

 Downstep òtsetsē ‘wide’      ìtaā   ‘thigh’          ǹdalī   ‘spider’ 
 Rising-falling    àtakâ  ‘chin’      àbâ ‘tooth’            òzû     ‘house 

 

Both languages make use of the high, low and downstep tones, but 

with an additional falling tone in Etulo. Based on the position of 

occurrence, the high and low tones have no restrictions. They can occupy 

the beginning, middle or final position in words in the two languages. 

However it appears that downstep in Igbo and the falling tone in Etulo 

occur in predictable environments. We shall examine the behavior of the 

Igbo downstep and the Etulo rising –falling tones after we have attempted 
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a classification of nouns in Etulo language. Meanwhile we look at the 

functions performed by tone in the two languages.  

  

4.1 Functions of tone in Igbo and Etulo 
 Tone languages use tone to distinguish lexical and grammatical meanings. 

This function of tone is evident in the two languages.  Lexically, tones are 

used to differentiate between words which are identical in all aspect 

except for the tone. Tones are used contrastively to realize minimal pairs, 

triplets etc. We provide Igbo and Etulo examples showing the lexical 

functions of tone below. 

Igbo examples   

(3) (a)  aka ‘hand’ 

  akà ‘bead’ 

(b)  òkè ‘share’ 

  okè ‘boundary’ 

(c)  oke ‘male’ 

  òke   ‘rat’ 

(d)   isi ‘head’ 

  isì  ‘smell’ 

(e)  àkwa ‘ egg’ 

  akwa ‘cry’ 

(f)  àkwà ‘bed’ 

  akwà ‘cloth’ 

Etulo examples  

(4) (a)  angwɔ    ‘yam’ 

  angwɔ    ‘saliva’        

 (b)  gbò      ‘fail’ 

  gbo    ‘beat’ 

(c)    àbê     ‘breast’ 

  àbè       ‘a person’s name’ 

(d)    atse     ‘comb’ 

  àtse     ‘mate’  

(e)   osâ       ‘light’ 

 osā     ‘kitchen’ 
(f)   ɔ kwɔ    ‘cough’ 

 ɔ kwɔ      ‘farm’ 
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In the above Igbo and Etulo examples, the pairs of words are distinguished 

on the basis of their contrastive pitch levels. 

 Tone also performs a grammatical function in the two languages, 

especially when it is used to distinguish between grammatical structures 

that are otherwise identical. In both languages, tones are used to 

distinguish interrogative from declarative constructions. We exemplify 

below: 

 

Igbo examples  

(5)  a  ọ gàrà ah a  He/She went to the market 

 (b) ò   gàrà ah a?  Did he/she go to the market? 

(6) (a) ọ rìrì nri  He/She eat 

 (b)ò rìrì nri?   Did she/he eat? 

(7) (a) ọ nọ  n’ụlọ .  He/she is at home 

  (b) ọ  nọ  n’ụlọ ?       Is he /she at home? 

 

In the above Igbo examples (in 5a,6a and 7a) the third person subject takes 

the high tone which indicates that the sentence is declarative while (in 5b, 

6b and 7b) the third person subject clitic bears low tone to mark the 

interrogative. 

Etulo examples 

(8) (a) ò ki ìdùù ?         Did He/she go to market?                            

 (b)ò  ki ìdù.          He/She went to market. 

(9) (a) mbwo lì kiàa?         Is it raining?                                                

 (b) mbwo lì kià.           It is raining. 

(10) (a) ne lì òzû mgbaàn?     Is this his house?                                        

 (b) ne  lì òzû mgban.      This is his house. 

(11) (a) ònwè  ne tıʃıìı            Is this child good?                                          

 (b) ònwè  ne tıʃıì .         This child is good. 

(12) (a)àbu le shishâ?             Are you laughing?   

 (b)àbu le shìshà.              You are laughing. 

 

The interrogative in Etulo is distinguished from the declarative by an 

additional tone which is realized on the last segment in an interrogative. 

This means that vowel lengthening can bring about change in Etulo. This 

differs from what is obtainable in Igbo where the difference between the 
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affirmative and interrogative is seen in the tonal change of the pronominal 

subject from high to low. 

 

4.2 Classification of nouns in Igbo and Etulo 
Following Emenanjo (1978), Nouns in Igbo can be classified on the bases 

of the number of syllables they have and their inherent tone patterns. As 

such, we can classify the nouns into four major groups: monosyllabic, 

bisyyllabic, trisyllabic, and polysyllabic nouns. 

 

Monosyllabic Nouns 

The monosyllabic nouns in Igbo have CV structure. They have inherent 

high tones. Examples are: 

(13) chi ‘god’ H 

 ji ‘yam’  H 

 nwa ‘child’  H 

 

Disyllabic Nouns 

These nouns have a VCV structure and, unlike the monosyllabic nouns, 

they have about five tone classes. Examples are: 

 

(14)  Aka HH ‘hand’ 

  lo    HL ‘house’ 

 Òke LH ‘rat’ 

  nū HS ‘mouth’ 

 Ìtè LL ‘pot’ 

 

Trisyllabic Nouns 

There are eleven possible tonal patterns on trisyllabic noun in Igbo. The 

trisyllabic nouns in Igbo have eleven tone patterns. Examples 

(15) akwụkwọ HHH ‘book’ 

 nn  kọ  HLH ‘gathering’ 

 ǹdìdì  LLL ‘patience’ 

 abàl     HLL ‘night’ 

 amụsī  HSS ‘witch craft’ 

 nk tā  HHS ‘dog’ 

 mmemme LLH ‘ceremony’ 

 akwarà  HHL ‘vein’ 
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   tụt    LHL ‘morning’ 

   ch chā LHS ‘cockroach’ 

   t ta  LHH  ‘act of chewing’ 

 

Polysyllabic Nouns 

The polysyllabic noun can be divided into the nouns that have four, five, 

six, seven, etc, syllables. 

Based on the available data, we attempt a classification of nouns in Etulo 

based on their inherent tone and syllable structure and posit that the 

following categories exist:  

 

Disyllabic nouns         

(16) èwô  ‘body’ LRf 

 osā    ‘kitchen’ HS 
 òpò  ‘tent’  LL 

 égbê ‘day’ HRF 

 atı ‘snail’ HH 

 mbwo  ‘rain’ LH 

 

Trisyllabic nouns have the following tonal patterns 

(17) àkpɛkɛ    ‘check’    LHRf 

 òbàgwù   ‘monkey’ LLL 

 àngùle    ‘leopard’ LLH 

 àdopò     ‘heaven’ LHL 

   ʃákwú     ‘chameleon’ LHH 

 onogbī     ‘hen’    HHL 

 ǹdalī       ‘spider’ LHS 

 akakwɔ     ‘eagle’ HHS 

 èbèʃû       ‘forehead’LLRf 

 

Polysyllabic nouns 

(18)  takilimi  ‘donkey’ HHHH 

 kpàkpàgìdì ‘butterfly’ LLLL  
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4.3Tone in Associative Constructions in Igbo and 

Etulo 
Associative construction is a noun phrase made up of noun in which the 

meaning is roughly N1associated with N2 (Emenanjo 1978). The 

associative construction is used to express a number of relations, 

especially possession, content and origin. In West African languages, it is 

often marked by a floating between the first noun and the second noun, 

with or without the presence of segmental morphemes. Some language use 

floating high tone while some languages like Ibibio (Urua 2001) use 

floating HL tone. In this section we compare the tonal changes that 

involve disyllabic nouns .In particular, we look at how the downstep tones 

behave in associative construction in Igbo and the behavior of the rising 

falling tone in associative construction in Etulo. 

 

(19) Igbo examples: 

ajā  ụlo           ajaụlò  
sand house           sand for house 

 

egō    àda   egoādā 

money  first daughter      first daughter’s money 

 

ọnū      ụzò    ọnuụzọ   

mouth    door        entrance 

 

elū  ụlò    eluụlo    

top house       the roof of a house 

 

ezē  elū   ezeelū 

tooth top          the upper tooth 

 

egō        àjà   ego àjà 

money  sacrifice  money for sacrifice. 

 

We observe from the Igbo data that when an N1disyllabic noun with an 

inherent HS tone is in associative construction with a disyllabic N2 that 

has either an inherent  HH, HL or HS tone, the downstep tone in the N1 

changes to a high tone. 
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With regard to Etulo generally, the falling tone in Etulo occur 

predominantly at the word final position as can be seen in the examples 

below: 

(20) èbèshû   ‘forehead 

 nkû   ‘crocodile’  

 òwâ  ‘rainy season’ 

 èyî   ‘we’ 

 èmâ   ‘they’ 

 àbû   ‘you’ 

 òzû   ‘house’ 

 ìkû   ‘death’ 

 èwô    ‘body’ 

 

We examine some of these words in associative construction in their 

occurrence as the N1of the construction below 

 
(21) òzû + òfùfè   òzuofùfè 
 house   new  new house 

 ìkû     + utò  ìkuutò 
 death   king      king’s death 
 èwô + ǹgìsè  èwongīsè 
 body +person    person’s body 
 
From the examples in 21, we notice that when the disyllabic words with 
inherent LR tone are in associative construction with other words (N2) 
beginning either with a high or low tone, the rising falling tone changes 
to a high tone. 
 
5. Summary and Conclusion 

So far, we have discussed the tone system of Igbo and Etulo languages. As 

already pointed out by various authors, Igbo language involves two levels: 

High versus non-High. From the point of view of morphology both pitch 

phonemes (i.e. tonemes) and segmental phonemes enter the composition 
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of morphemes. With respect to syntax, we have shown that the Igbo 

language manifests syntactic tones. Those tonemes carry out grammatical 

functions in the sentence, the expression of grammatical features like 

declarative, interrogatives etc.  

On the other hand, Etulo, a register (terrace) tone language with 

three level tonemes; high, low and downstep, has a gliding tone which is 

not in our Igbo data. Tone in Etulo performs both lexical and grammatical 

functions. This is also the case in Igbo though the point of divergence is 

seen at the level of grammatical function where Igbo uses tonal change on 

the third person pronoun to differentiate declarative from interrogative, 

Etulo performs the same distinction through what we may term tonal 

elongation of the final syllabic.     

We have also classified the nouns of Etulo based on their tone and 

syllable structure another tonal configurations in associative constructions. 

Basically, the rising falling tone becomes high in associative construction. 

We conclude by saying that generally, the two languages demonstrate that 

tone languages have the distinctive quality of tone as a lexical and 

grammatical phenomenon; but it is especially at the level of the 

grammatical function of tone that the languages may differ. 
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